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Country Risk
Map (CRM)
Equipping superyacht captains, crew, managers and owners with
essential knowledge about maritime risk in the world’s most popular
cruising and yachting destinations
Whether you are planning to sail in or close
to a known area of risk and need up to date
information on threats at sea, or are looking for
information about the situation ashore in relation
to crime, political unrest or just the general safety
to your passengers and crews, the Country Risk
Map, compiled using professional intelligence
analysis techniques and procedures, will simplify
how you monitor superyacht security threats.
Curated by Dryad’s team of intelligence analysts, it
provides the latest information on threats at sea
and ashore in over 90 countries, and covers the
Mediterranean, the Caribbean, Southeast Asia and
many other popular yachting destinations.

The CRM is mobile and tablet friendly

The Country Risk Map gives subscribers:
4 Mitigation by information to facilitate
faster and safer operational decisions
4 A single, aligned source of information for
operations and security teams
4 Confidence they are operating with
up-to-date, unbiased intelligence
4 Access on the move with a mobile &
tablet friendly design

Order Risk Assessments at the touch of a button

Call us now +44 (0) 2392 658313 or visit www.dryadmaritime.com

Key Features:
Clear, concise, cost-effective
Simple interface and concise information make it easy to
understand the level of risk in the countries you are planning
to visit. The Country Risk Map is also tablet and smartphone
friendly.

Risk overviews for over 90 countries
Get the latest information on threats at sea and ashore in
over 90 countries within regions including the Caribbean,
the Mediterranean, East and West Africa, the Middle East,
Southeast Asia and South America.

Make informed operating decisions
Get an at-a-glance overview of the current global risk picture
from our team of leading maritime intelligence analysts,
allowing you to make immediate yet informed operating
decisions.

Enhance your Maritime Domain Awareness
Receive an overview of country risk levels, with information
on last incidents ashore and at sea, as well as other valuable
information to enhance your maritime domain awareness.

Intuitive design, simple to use
Transit and port Risk Assessments from Dryad Maritime
can be ordered at the touch of a button, and pages are auto
formatted to make printing easy.
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